
2 Strip Floors with the 1 Strip Look



The main disadvantage of some 2 Strip Wood Floors is 
the likeness to 3 Strip Wood Floor.
Here, in  we use much longer and slightly widerESTA PARKET
lamellas. It helps us to reach the great similarity between 
1 Strip and 2 Strip Wood Floor.

 DIFFERENCE

Minimum length of lamellas

Quantity of lamellas per one

parquet board

610 mm

6

ESTA PARKET

Minimum length of lamellas

Quantity of lamellas per one

parquet board

350 mm

12

OTHER COMPANY



Economy
2 strip Oak Wood Floor costs signicantly less than 1 strip Floor
but at the same time the difference in a pattern look 
is hardly visible due to our perfect lamella sizes. This option helps
you to save your money avoiding costly pitfalls and provides you
with an opportunity to enjoy all the benets of 
an exeptional  2 STRIP WOOD FLOORESTA PARKET

Top Quality design
Due to our specic lamella sizes our 2 strip Wood Floor 
looks more sophisticated and more high-end quality.

Beauty, Charm & Character
2 strip ooring boards are fantastic for adding an 
exclusive character and denition to a room. They are ideal for small
and mid-sized-rooms where larger strips might overpower the room, 
making it feel small, expansive and open appearance.

Ideal for busy families 

Birch veneer 1.5 mm ( 0.06" )

Top layer 3,2 mm European Oak 

Solid pine nger strips 9 mm ( 0,35" )

UV lacquer ( at least 7 layers ) or UV oil

The 3-layer construction provides a stable oor panel.

Each layer is at right angles to its neighbour.

The result is a very strong panel 

able to remain stable in damp

and humid conditions.

Elegance In Every Layer

QUALITY
CERTIFIED



We will help you to nd a perfect oor to complement
your personal style and home decor 
Enhance any interior design from modern to natural 
traditional spaces

A Lifetime Of Enjoyment



www.estaparket.eu

Inspiring choise of contemporary colors

Visit our website to see more options
Custom designs available on request

silver moon lacquer
monaco 

extra ma� lacquer la�e oil frost ivory pores oil

amber stonewash 
ivory pores oilnatur lacquer an�que lacquer nero brushed oil

stone grey oil victoria oil dune brushed 
extra ma� lacquer

kose grey pores 
lacquer

dusky grey stonewash 
ivory pores oil

dune stonewash
ivory pores oil

olive stonewash
ivory pores oil

victoria stonewash
ivory pores oil



All stages in parquet production starting from drying and cutting of wood
are carried out in our factory.

Total Quality Management strategy ensures the best Quality!

With  glueless system our oors are very easy to install, ESTA CLIC
remove and reinstall.

Our oor can be installed over under oor heating.

ESTA PARKET is inspired by the wood.

By making use at the latest technology

we reveal and enhance the natural elegance 

and beauty of the wood.

Every plank showcases the wood’s unique character 

and allure engineered to perfection in a state-of-the-art setting.

 oors combine nature’s durable charm ESTA PARKET

with perfect design freedom.

High durability due to use of unique Anti-Scratch Technology.

The oak strips are glued on all four sides which gives extra water resistance.

Great Reasons for choosing ESTA PARKET

Technomar & Adrem 
Vana-Narva mnt. 22
74114 Maardu
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tel. +372 6034 865
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info@technomar.eu


